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RANGE SEARCHING
Pankaj K. Agarwal

INTRODUCTION

Range sear hing is one of the entral problems in omputational geometry be ause
it arises in many appli ations and a variety of geometri problems an be formulated
as range-sear hing problems. A typi al range-sear hing problem has the following
form. Let S be a set of n points in R d , and let R be a family of subsets of R d;
elements of R are alled ranges . We wish to prepro ess S into a data stru ture, so
that for a query range R, the points in S \ R an be reported or ounted eÆ iently.
Typi al examples of ranges in lude re tangles, halfspa es, simpli es, and balls. If
we are only interested in answering a single query, it an be done in linear time,
using linear spa e, by simply he king ea h point of S whether it lies in the query
range. However, most of the appli ations all for querying the same set S several
times (perhaps with periodi insertions and deletions), in whi h ase we would like
to answer a query faster by prepro essing S into a data stru ture.
Range ounting and range reporting are just two instan es of range-sear hing
queries. Other examples in lude emptiness queries, in whi h one wants to determine
whether S \ = ;, and optimization queries, in whi h one wants to hoose a point
with ertain property (e.g., a point in with the largest x1 - oordinate). In order to
en ompass all di erent types of range-sear hing queries, a general range-sear hing
problem an be de ned as follows.
Let (S; +) be a ommutative semigroup. For ea h point p 2 S , we assign a
weight w(p) 2 S. For any subset S 0  S , let w(S 0 ) = p2S0 w(S ), where addition
is taken over the semigroup. For a query range 2 R, we wish to ompute w(S \ ).
For example, ounting queries an be answered by hoosing the semigroup to be
(Z; +), where + denotes standard integer addition, and setting w(p) = 1 for every
p 2 S ; emptiness queries by hoosing the semigroup to be (f0; 1g; _) and setting
w(p) = 1; reporting queries by hoosing the semigroup to be (2S ; [) and setting
w(p) = fpg; and optimization queries by hoosing the semigroup to be (R ; max)
and hoosing w(p) to be, for example, the x1 - oordinate of p.
We an, in fa t, de ne a more general (de omposable) geometri sear hing
problem. Let S be a set of obje ts in R d (e.g., points, hyperplanes, balls, or simpli es), (S; +) a ommutative semigroup, w : S ! S a weight fun tion, R a set
of ranges, and   S  R a \spatial" relation between obje ts and ranges. Then
for a range 2 R, we want to ompute p w(p). Range sear hing is a spe ial
ase of this general sear hing problem in whi h S is a set of points in R d and =2.
Another widely studied sear hing problem is interse tion sear hing, where p  if
p interse ts . As we will see below, range-sear hing data stru tures are useful for
many other geometri sear hing problems.
The performan e of a data stru ture is measured by the time spent in answering a query, alled the query time, by the size of the data stru ture, and by the
time onstru ted in the data stru ture, alled the prepro essing time. Sin e the
data stru ture is onstru ted only on e, its query time and size are generally more
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important than its prepro essing time. If a data stru ture supports insertion and
deletion operations, its update time is also relevant. We should remark that the
query time of a range-reporting query on any reasonable ma hine depends on the
output size, so the query time for a range-reporting query onsists of two parts |
sear h time, whi h depends only on n and d, and reporting time, whi h depends on
n, d, and the output size. Throughout this survey paper we will use k to denote
the output size.
We assume that d is a small xed onstant, and that big-Oh and big-Omega
notation hide onstants depending on d. The dependen e on d of the performan e
of almost all the data stru tures mentioned in this survey is exponential, whi h
makes them unsuitable in pra ti e for large values of d.
The size of any range-sear hing data stru ture is at least linear, sin e it has to
store ea h point (or its weight) at least on e, and the query time in any reasonable
model of omputation su h as pointer ma hines, RAMs, or algebrai de ision trees
is (log n) even when d = 1. Therefore, we would like to develop a linear-size data
stru ture with logarithmi query time. Although near-linear-size data stru tures
are known for orthogonal range sear hing in any xed dimension that an answer
a query in polylogarithmi time, no similar bounds are known for range sear hing
with more omplex ranges su h as simpli es or disks. In su h ases, we seek a
tradeo between the query time and the size of the data stru ture | How fast an
a query be answered using O(npolylog(n)) spa e, how mu h spa e is required to
answer a query in O(polylog(n)) time, and what kind of tradeo between the size
and the query time an be a hieved?
This hapter is organized as follows. In Se tion 31.1 we des ribe various models
of omputation that are used for range sear hing. In Se tion 31.2 we review the
orthogonal range-sear hing data stru tures, and in Se tion 31.3 we review simplex
range-sear hing data stru tures. Se tion 31.4 surveys other variants and extensions of range sear hing, in luding multi-level data stru tures and kineti range
sear hing. In Se tion 31.5, we study interse tion-sear hing problems, whi h an be
regarded as a generalization of range sear hing. Finally, Se tion 31.6 deals with a
few optimization queries.
31.1

MODELS OF COMPUTATION

Most geometri algorithms and data stru tures are impli itly des ribed in the
familiar random a ess ma hine (RAM) model, or the real RAM model. In the
traditional RAM model, memory ells an ontain arbitrary (log n)-bit integers,
whi h an be added, multiplied, subtra ted, divided ( omputing bx=y ), ompared,
and used as pointers to other memory ells in onstant time. In a real RAM, we also
allow memory ells to store arbitrary real numbers (su h as oordinates of points).
We allow onstant-time arithmeti on and omparisons between real numbers, but
we do not allow onversion between integers and reals. In the ase of range sear hing
over a semigroup other than the integers, we also allow memory ells to ontain
arbitrary values from the semigroup, but only the semigroup-addition operations
an be performed on them.
Many range-sear hing data stru tures are des ribed in the more restri tive
pointer-ma hine model. The main di eren e between RAM and pointer-ma hine
models is that on a pointer ma hine, a memory ell an be a essed only through
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a series of pointers, while in the RAM model, any memory ell an be a essed in
onstant time. In the basi pointer-ma hine model, a data stru ture is a dire ted
graph with outdegree 2; ea h node is asso iated with a label, whi h is an integer
between 0 and n. Nonzero labels are indi es of the points in S , and the nodes with
label 0 store auxiliary information. The query algorithm traverses a portion of the
graph and for ea h point in the query range it identi es at least one node that
stores the index of that point. Chazelle [23℄ de nes several generalizations of the
pointer-ma hine model that are more appropriate for answering ounting and semigroup queries. In Chazelle's generalized pointer-ma hine models, nodes are labeled
with arbitrary O(log n)-bit integers. In addition to traversing edges in the graph,
the query algorithm is also allowed to perform various arithmeti operations on
these integers. An elementary pointer ma hine ( alled EPM) an perform addition
and omparisons between integers; an arithmeti pointer ma hine ( alled APM)
an perform subtra tion, multipli ation, integer division, and shifting (x 7! 2x).
If the input is too large to t into main memory, then the data stru ture must
be stored in se ondary memory | on disk, for example | and portions of it must
be moved into main memory when needed to answer a query. In this ase the
bottlene k in query and prepro essing time is the time spent in transferring data
between main and se ondary memory. A ommonly used model is the standard
two-level memory model, in whi h one assumes that data is stored in se ondary
memory in blo ks of size B , where B is a parameter. Ea h a ess to se ondary
memory transfers one blo k (i.e., B words), and we ount this as one input/output
(I/O) operation. The size of a data stru ture is the number of blo ks required to
store it in se ondary memory, and the query (resp. prepro essing) time is de ned
as the number of I/O operations required to answer a query (resp. to onstru t the
stru ture). Under this model, the size of any data stru ture is at least n=B , and
the range-reporting query time is at least logB n + k=B . There have been various
extensions of this model, in luding the so- alled a he-oblivious model in whi h one
does not know the value of B and the goal is to minimize the I/O eÆ ien y as well
as the total work performed.
Most lower bounds, and a few upper bounds, are des ribed in the so- alled
semigroup arithmeti model, whi h was originally introdu ed by Fredman [45℄
and re ned by Yao [81℄. In the semigroup arithmeti model, a data stru ture an
be informally regarded as a set of pre omputed partial sums in the underlying
semigroup. The size of the data stru ture is the number of sums stored, and
the query time is the minimum number of semigroup operations required (on the
pre omputed sums) to ompute the answer to a query. The query time ignores
the ost of various auxiliary operations, in luding the ost of determining whi h
of the pre omputed sums should be added to answer a query. Unlike the pointerma hine model, the semigroup model allows immediate a ess, at no ost, to any
pre omputed sum.
The informal model we have just des ribed is mu h too powerful. For example,
in this semigroup model, the optimal data stru ture for range- ounting queries
onsists of the n + 1 integers 0; 1; : : : ; n. To answer a ounting query, we simply
return the orre t answer; sin e no additions are required, we an answer queries
in zero \time", using a \data stru ture" of only linear size! We need the notion of
a faithful semigroup to ir umvent this problem. A ommutative semigroup (S; +)
is faithful if for ea h n > 0, for any sets of indi es I; J  f1; : : : ; ng where I 6= J ,
and for every sequen e of positive integers i ; j (i 2 I; j 2 J ), there are semigroup
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values s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn 2 S su h that i2I i si 6= j2J j sj . For example, (Z; +),
(R ; min), (N ; g d), and (f0; 1g; _) are faithful, but (f0; 1g; + mod 2) is not faithful.
Let S = fp1; p2 ; : : : ; png be a set of obje ts, S a faithful semigroup, R a set of
ranges, and  a relation between obje ts and ranges. (Re all that in the standard
range-sear hing problem, the obje ts in S are points, and  is ontainment.) Let
x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn be a set of n variables over S, ea h orresponding to a point in S .
A generator g(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) is a linear form ni=1 i xi , where i 's are non-negative
integers, not all zero. (In pra ti e, the oeÆ ients i are either 0 or 1.) A storage
s heme for (S; S; R; ) is a olle tion of generators fg1 ; g2 ; : : : ; gs g with the following
property: For any query range 2 R, there is a set of indi es I  f1; 2; : : : ; sg
and a set of labeled nonnegative integers f i j i 2 I g su h that the linear forms
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i
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are identi ally equal. In other words, the equation

X w(p ) = X

pi 

i

i 2I

i gi (w(p1 ); w(p2 ); : : : ; w(pn ))

holds for any weight fun tion w : S ! S. (Again, in pra ti e, i = 1 for all i 2 I .)
The size of the smallest su h set I is the query time for ; the time to a tually
hoose the indi es I is ignored. The spa e used by the storage s heme is measured
by the number of generators. There is no notion of prepro essing time in this model.
The semigroup model is formulated slightly di erently for oine range-sear hing
problems. Here we are given a set of weighted points S and a nite set of query
ranges R, and we want to ompute the total weight of the points in ea h query
range. This is equivalent to omputing the produ t Aw, where A is the in iden e
matrix of the points and ranges, and w is the ve tor of weights. In the oine
semigroup model, introdu ed by Chazelle [28, 30℄, an algorithm an be des ribed
as a ir uit with one input for every point and one output for every query range,
where every gate performs a binary semigroup addition. The running time of the
algorithm is the total number of gates.
A serious weakness of the semigroup model is that it does not allow subtra tions
even if the weights of points belong to a group. Therefore, we will also onsider the
group model, in whi h both additions and subtra tions are allowed [29℄.
Almost all geometri range-sear hing data stru tures are onstru ted by subdividing spa e into several regions with ni e properties and re ursively onstru ting
a data stru ture for ea h region. Range queries are answered with su h a data
stru ture by performing a depth- rst sear h through the resulting re ursive spa e
partition. The partition graph model, re ently introdu ed by Eri kson [38, 39℄,
formalizes this divide-and- onquer approa h, at least for simplex range sear hing
data stru tures. The partition graph model an be used to study the omplexity
of emptiness queries, unlike the semigroup arithmeti and pointer ma hine models,
in whi h su h queries are trivial.
We on lude this se tion by noting that most of the range-sear hing data stru tures dis ussed in this paper (halfspa e range-reporting data stru tures being a notable ex eption) are based on the following general s heme. Given a point set S ,
the stru ture pre omputes a family F = F (S ) of anoni al subsets of S and store
the weight w(C ) = p2C w(p) of ea h anoni al subset C 2 F . For a query range
, the query pro edure determines a partition C = C (S; )  F of S \ and adds
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the weights of the subsets in C to ompute w(S \ ). We will refer to su h a data
stru ture as a de omposition s heme.
There is a lose onne tion between the de omposition s hemes and the storage
s hemes of the semigroup arithmeti model des ribed earlier. Ea h anoni al subset
C = fpi j i 2 I g 2 F , where I  f1; 2; : : : ; ng, orresponds to the generator i2I xi .
How exa tly the weights of anoni al subsets are stored and how C is omputed
depends on the model of omputation and on the spe i range-sear hing problem.
In the semigroup (or group) arithmeti model, the query time depends only on
the number of anoni al subsets in C , regardless of how they are omputed, so the
weights of anoni al subsets an be stored in an arbitrary manner. In more realisti
models of omputation, however, some additional stru ture must be imposed on
the de omposition s heme in order to eÆ iently ompute C . In a hierar hi al
de omposition s heme, the weights are stored in a tree T . Ea h node v of T is
asso iated with a anoni al subset Cv 2 F , and the hildren of v are asso iated
with subsets of Cv . Besides the weight of Cv , some auxiliary information is also
stored at v, whi h is used to determine whether Cv 2 C for a query range . If the
weight of ea h anoni al subset an be stored in O(1) memory ells and if we an
determine in O(1) time whether Cw 2 C where w is a des endent of a given node v,
we all the hierar hi al de omposition s heme eÆ ient. The total size of an eÆ ient
de omposition s heme is simply O(jFj). For range-reporting queries, in whi h the
\weight" of a anoni al subset is the set itself, the size of the data stru ture is
redu ed to O(jFj) by storing the anoni al subsets impli itly. Finally, let r > 1
be a parameter, and set Fi = fC 2 F j ri 1  jC j  ri g. We all a hierar hi al
de omposition s heme r- onvergent if there exist onstants  1 and > 0 so that
the degree of every node in T is O(r ) and for all i  1, jFi j = O((n=ri ) ) and,
for all query ranges , jC \ Fi j = O((n=ri ) ), i.e., the number of anoni al subsets
in the data stru ture and in any query output de reases exponentially with their
size. We will see below in Se tion 31.4 that r- onvergent hierar hi al de omposition
s hemes an be as aded together to onstru t multi-level stru tures that answer
omplex geometri queries.
To ompute pi 2 w(pi ) for a query range using a hierar hi al de omposition
s heme T , a query pro edure performs a depth- rst sear h on T , starting from its
root. At ea h node v, using the auxiliary information stored at v, the pro edure
determines whether ontains Cv , whether interse ts Cv but does not ontain
Cv , or whether is disjoint from Cv . If ontains Cv , then Cv is added to C
(rather, the weight of Cv is added to a running ounter). Otherwise, if interse ts
Cv , the query pro edure identi es a subset of hildren of v, say fw1 ; : : : ; wa g, so
that the anoni al subsets Cwi \ , for 1  i  a, form a partition of Cv \ . Then
the pro edure sear hes ea h wi re ursively. The total query time is O(log n + jC j),
provided onstant time is spent at ea h node visited.
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31.2

ORTHOGONAL RANGE SEARCHING

Q

In d-dimensional orthogonal range sear hing, the ranges are d-re tangles, ea h of
the form di=1 [ai ; bi ℄ where ai ; bi 2 R . This is an abstra tion of multi-key sear hing. For example, the points of S may orrespond to employees of a ompany, ea h
oordinate orresponding to a key su h as age, salary, experien e, et . Queries of
the form, e.g., \report all employees between the ages of 30 and 40 who earn more
than $30; 000 and who have worked for more than 5 years," an be formulated as
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orthogonal range-reporting queries. Be ause of its numerous appli ations, orthogonal range sear hing has been studied extensively. In this se tion we review re ent
data stru tures and lower bounds.
UPPER BOUNDS

Most orthogonal range-sear hing data stru tures are based on range trees , introdu ed by Bentley [17℄. For a set S of n points in R 2 , the range tree T of S is a
minimum-height binary tree with n leaves whose ith leftmost leaf stores the point
of S with the ith smallest x- oordinate. Ea h interior node v of T is asso iated
with a anoni al subset Cv  S ontaining the points stored at leaves in the subtree
rooted at v. Let av (resp. bv ) be the smallest (resp. largest) x- oordinate of any
point in Cv . The interior node v stores the values av and bv and the set Cv in an
array sorted by the y- oordinates of its points. The size of T is O(n log n), and it
an be onstru ted in time O(n log n). The range-reporting query for a re tangle
q = [a1 ; b1℄  [a2 ; b2℄ an be answered by traversing T as follows. Suppose we are at
a node v. If v is a leaf, then we report the point stored at v if it lies inside q. If v is
an interior node and the interval [av ; bv ℄ does not interse t [a1 ; b1℄, there is nothing
to do. If [av ; bv ℄  [a1 ; b1 ℄, we report all the points of Cv whose y- oordinates lie in
the interval [a2 ; b2 ℄, by performing a binary sear h. Otherwise, we re ursively visit
both hildren of v. The query time of this pro edure is O(log2 n + k), whi h an
be improved to O(log n + k), using fra tional- as ading (Se tion 30.3).
The size of the data stru ture an be redu ed to O(n log n= log log n), without
a e ting the asymptoti query time, by onstru ting a range tree with O(log n)
fanout and storing additional auxiliary stru tures at ea h node [21℄. If the query
re tangles are \3-sided re tangles" of the form [a1 ; b1 ℄  [a2 ; 1℄, then one an use
a priority sear h tree of size O(n) to answer a planar range-reporting query in
time O(log n + k) [63℄; see [6℄ for a few other spe ial ases in whi h the storage an
be redu ed to linear. All these stru tures an be implemented in the elementary
pointer-ma hine model and an be dynamized using the standard partial-rebuilding
te hnique [69℄. If the prepro essing time of the data stru ture is P (n), then a point
an be inserted into or deleted from the data stru ture in O((P (n)=n) log n) amortized time. The update time an be made worst- ase using the known deamortization te hniques [36℄. If we have a data stru ture for answering d-dimensional
range-reporting queries, one an onstru t a (d + 1)-dimensional range-reporting
stru ture in the EPM model, using multi-level range trees (see Se tion 31.4), by
paying a log n fa tor in storage, prepro essing time, and query time.
If we use the RAM model, a set S of n points in R 2 an be prepro essed into a
data stru ture of size O(n log n) so that all k points lying inside a query re tangle
an be reported in O(log n + k) time. Mortensen [65℄ has developed a data stru ture
of size O(n log n= log log n) that an answer a range query in O(log n + k) time and
an insert or delete a point in O(log n) time. If the points lie on a n  n grid in
the plane, then a query an be answered in O(log log n + k) time using O(n log n)
storage or in time O((log log n)2 +k log log n) using O(n log log n) storage. For points
in R 3 , a query an be answered in O(log n + k) time using O(n log1+ n) storage.
As for the data stru tures in the pointer-ma hine model, the range reporting data
stru tures in the RAM model an be extended to higher dimensions by paying
a log n fa tor in storage and query time for ea h dimension. Alternatively, a ddimensional data stru ture an be extended to a (d + 1)-dimensional data stru ture
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by paying a log1+ n fa tor in storage and a log n= log log n fa tor in the query time.

TABLE 31.2.1

d
d=2

Upper bounds known on orthogonal range reporting.
MODEL
RAM
RAM
RAM
APM
EPM
EPM

d=3

RAM
EPM

S (n)
n

n log log n
n log n
n
n
n log n
log log n
n log1+ n
n log3 n

Q(n)
log n + k log (2n=k )

log n + k log log(4n=k )
log n + k
k log(2n=k)
k log2 (2n=k)
log n + k
log n + k
log n + k

The two-dimensional range tree des ribed earlier an be used to answer a range
ounting query in O(log n) time using O(n log n) storage. However, if we use the
RAM model in whi h we assume that ea h word stores log n bits, the size an be
redu ed to O(n) by ompressing the auxiliary information stored at ea h node [23℄.

TABLE 31.2.2

Upper bounds known on orthogonal semigroup
range sear hing.

MODEL

S (n)

arithmeti

m

RAM

n
n log log n
n log n
n
n

RAM
RAM
APM
EPM

Q(n)
n log n
log(2m=n)
log2+ n
2
log n log log n
log 2 n
log 3 n
log 4 n

LOWER BOUNDS

Fredman [44, 45℄ was the rst to prove nontrivial lower bounds on orthogonal
range sear hing, but he onsidered the framework in whi h the points ould be
inserted and deleted dynami ally. He showed that a mixed sequen e of n insertions,
deletions, and queries takes (n logd n) time. These bounds were extended by
Willard [78℄ to a group model, under some restri tions. Chazelle proved lower
bounds for the stati version of orthogonal range sear hing, whi h almost mat h
the best upper bounds known [26℄. The following theorem summarizes his main
result.
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Chazelle [26℄
Let (S; ) be a faithful semigroup, let d be a onstant, and let n and m be parameters. Then there exists a set S of n weighted points in R d , with weights from S, su h
that the worst- ase query time, under the semigroup model, for an orthogonal rangesear hing data stru ture that uses m units of storage is ((log n= log(2m=n))d 1 ).
THEOREM 31.2.1

Theorem 31.1.1 holds even if the queries are quadrants instead of re tangles.
In fa t, this lower bound applies to answering the dominan e query for a randomly hosen query point; in this sense the above theorem gives a lower bound on
the average- ase omplexity of the query time. It should pointed out that Theorem 31.1.1 assumes the weights of points in S to be a part of the input. That is,
the data stru ture is not tailored to a spe ial set of weights, and it should work for
any set of weights. It is on eivable that a faster algorithm an be developed for
answering orthogonal range- ounting queries, exploiting the fa t that the weight of
ea h point is 1 in this ase. None of the known algorithms are able to exploit this
fa t, however.
A rather surprising result of Chazelle [25℄ shows that the size of any data stru ture on a pointer ma hine that answers a d-dimensional range-reporting query in
O(log n + k) time, for any onstant , is (n(log n= log log n)d 1). Noti e that this
lower bound is greater than the known upper bound for answering two-dimensional
reporting queries on the RAM model.
These lower bounds do not hold for o -line orthogonal range sear hing, where
given a set of n weighted points in R d and a set of n re tangles, one wants to ompute
the weight of points in ea h re tangle. Chazelle [28℄ proved that the o -line version
takes (n(log n= log log n)d 1 ) time in the semigroup model and (n log log n) time
in the group model. For d = (log n) (resp. d = (log n= log log n)), the lower
bound for the o -line range-sear hing problem in the group model an be improved
to (n log n) (resp. (n log n= log log n)) [31℄. The lose onne tion between the
lower bounds on range sear hing and the so- alled dis repan y of set systems is
dis ussed in [30℄.
SECONDARY MEMORY STRUCTURES

I/O-eÆ ient orthogonal range-sear hing stru tures have re eived mu h attention re ently be ause of massive data sets in spatial databases. The main idea underlying these stru tures is to onstru t high-degree trees instead of binary trees.
For example, variants of B-trees are used to answer 1-dimensional range-sear hing
queries [74℄. Arge et al. [14℄ developed an external priority sear h tree so that
a 3-sided-re tangle-reporting query an be answered in O(logB  + ) I/Os using
O( ) storage, where  = n=B and  = k=B . The main ingredient of their algorithm is a data stru ture that an store B 2 points using O(B ) blo ks and an
report all points lying inside a 3-sided re tangle in O(1 + ) I/Os. Combining their
external priority sear h tree with Chazelle's data stru ture for range reporting [21℄,
they onstru t an external range tree that uses O( logB = log logB  ) blo ks and
answers a two-dimensional re tangle reporting query in time O(logB n + ). By
extending the ideas proposed in [25℄, it ane be shown that any se ondary-memory
data stru ture that answers a range-reporting query using O(logB  + ) I/Os requires ( logB = log logB n) storage. Govindrajan et al. [48℄ have shown that a
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two-dimensional range ounting query an be answered in O(logB  ) I/Os using
O( ) blo ks of storage, assuming that ea h word an store log n bits.

TABLE 31.2.3

Se ondary-memory stru tures for orthogonal range
sear hing. Here  = n=B ,  = k=B , and (n) =
log log logB  .

d

RANGE

d=1
d=2

3-sided re t

interval

re tangle

d=3

o tant
box

Q(n)
logB  + 
logB  + 
logB  + 
(; B ) logB
(; B ) logB

 +
 +

S (n)


 logB = log logB 
 log 
 log4 

LINEAR-SIZE DATA STRUCTURES

None of the data stru tures des ribed above are used in pra ti e, even in two
dimensions, be ause of the polylogarithmi overhead in their size. For a data stru ture to be used in real appli ations, its size should be at most n, where is a very
small onstant, the time to answer a typi al query should be small | the lower
bounds mentioned earlier imply that we annot hope for small worst- ase bounds
| and it should support insertions and deletions of points. Keeping these goals in
mind, a plethora of data stru tures have been proposed.
The most widely used data stru tures for answering 1-dimensional range queries
are B-trees and their variants. Sin e a B-tree requires a linear order on the input
elements, several te hniques su h as Lexi ographi ordering, bit interleaving, and
spa e lling urves have been used de ne a linear ordering on points in higher
dimensions in order to store then in a B-tree. A more eÆ ient approa h to answer high-dimensional range queries is to onstru t a re ursive partition of spa e,
typi ally into re tangles, and to onstru t a tree indu ed by this partition. The
simplest example of this type of data stru ture is the quad tree in the plane. A
quad tree is a 4-way tree, ea h of whose nodes is asso iated with a square Rv . Rv
is partitioned into four equal-size squares, ea h of whi h is asso iated with one of
the hildren of v. The squares are partitioned until at most one point is left inside
a square. A range-sear h query an be answered by traversing the quad tree in
a top-down fashion. Be ause of their simpli ity, quad trees are one of the most
widely used data stru tures for a variety of problems. One disadvantage of quad
trees is that arbitrarily many levels of partitioning may be required to separate
tightly lustered points. Finkel and Bentley [42℄ des ribed a variant of the quad
tree for range sear hing, alled a point quad-tree, in whi h ea h node is asso iated
with a re tangle and the re tangle is partitioned into four re tangles by hoosing a
point in the interior and drawing horizontal and verti al lines through that point.
Typi ally the point is hosen so that the height of the tree is O(log n). In order
to minimize the number of disk a esses, one an partition the square into many
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squares (instead of four) by a drawing either a uniform or a nonuniform grid. The

grid le data stru ture, introdu ed by Nievergelt et al. [67℄, is based on this idea.

Quad trees and their variants onstru t a grid on a re tangle ontaining all the
input points. One an instead partition the en losing re tangle into two re tangles
by drawing a horizontal or a verti al line and partitioning ea h of the two re tangles
independently. This is the idea behind the kd-tree data stru ture by Bentley [16℄.
In parti ular, a kd-tree is a binary tree, ea h of whose nodes v is asso iated with a
re tangle Rv . If Rv does not ontain any point in its interior, v is a leaf. Otherwise,
Rv is partitioned into two re tangles by drawing a horizontal or verti al line so that
ea h re tangle ontains at most half of the points; splitting lines are alternately
horizontal and verti al. In order to minimize the number of disk a esses, Robinson
[72℄ generalized a kd-tree to a kd-B-tree, in whi h one onstru ts a B-tree instead
of a binary tree on the re ursive partition of the en losing re tangle, so all leaves of
the tree are at the same level and ea h node has between B=2 and B hildren. The
re tangles asso iated with the hildren are obtained by splitting Rv re ursively,
as in a kd-tree. A simple top-down approa h to onstru t a kd-B-tree requires
O( log2  ) I/Os, but the prepro essing ost an be redu ed to O( logB  ) I/Os
using a more sophisti ated approa h [3℄.
If points are dynami ally inserted into a kd-tree or kd-B-tree, then some of the
nodes may have to be split, whi h is an expensive operation be ause splitting a node
may require re onstru ting the entire subtree rooted at that node. A few variants
of kd-trees have been proposed
p that an update the stru ture in O(polylogn) time
and an answer a query in O( n + k) time. On the pra ti al side, many variants of
kd-B-trees have also been proposed to minimize the number of splits, to optimize
the spa e, and to improve the query time, most notable of them are buddy trees
[75℄ and hB-trees [58, 41℄. A buddy tree is a ombination of quad- and kd-Btrees in the sense that re tangles are split into sub-re tangles only at some spe i
lo ations, whi h simpli es the split pro edure. If points are in degenerate position,
then it may not be possible to split a square into two halves by a line. Lomen and
Salzberg [58℄ ir umvent this problem by introdu ing a new data stru ture, alled
hB-tree, in whi h the region asso iated with a node is allowed to be R1 n R2 where
R1 and R2 are re tangles. A more re ned version of this data stru ture, known as
hB  -tree, is presented in [41℄.
All the data stru tures des ribed in this se tion for d-dimensional range sear hing onstru t a re ursive partition of R d. There are other data stru tures that onstru t a hierar hi al over of R d, most popular of whi h is the R-tree, originally
introdu ed by Guttman [52℄. An R-tree is a B-tree, ea h of whose nodes stores a set
of re tangles. Ea h leaf stores a subset of input point, and ea h input point is stored
at exa tly one leaf. For ea h node v, let Rv be the smallest re tangle ontaining all
the re tangles stored at v; Rv is stored at the parent of v (along with the pointer to
v). Rv indu es the subspa e orresponding to the subtree rooted at v, in the sense
that for any query re tangle interse ting Rv , the subtree rooted at v is sear hed.
Re tangles stored at a node are allowed to overlap. Although allowing re tangles
to overlap helps redu e the size of the data stru ture, answering a query be omes
more expensive. Guttman suggests a few heuristi s to onstru t a R-tree so that
the overlap is minimized. Several better heuristi s for improving the performan e
minimizing the overlap have been proposed, in luding R - and Hilbert-R-trees. A tually, an R-tree an be onstru ted on a set of re tangles. Agarwal et al. [5℄ showed
how to onstru t an R-tree on a set of n re tangles in R d so that all k re tangles
interse ting a query re tangle an be reported in O(n1 1=d + k) time.
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PARTIAL-SUM QUERIES

Prepro ess a d-dimensional array A with n entries, in an additive semigroup,
into a data stru ture, so that for a d-dimensional re tangle = [a1 ; b1 ℄: : :[ad; bd℄,
the sum
A[k1 ; k2 ; : : : ; kd ℄
(A; ) =
(k1 ;k2 ;:::;kd)2
an be omputed eÆ iently. In the oine version, given A and m re tangles
1 ; 2 ; : : : ; m , we wish to ompute (A; i ) for ea h i. Note that this is just a
spe ial ase of orthogonal range sear hing, where the points lie on a regular ddimensional latti e.
Partial-sum queries are widely used for on-line analyti al pro essing (OLAP)
of ommer ial databases. OLAP allows ompanies to analyze aggregate databases
built from their data warehouses. A popular data model for OLAP appli ations is
the multidimensional database, known as data ube [49℄, whi h represents the data
as d-dimensional array. Thus, an aggregate query an be formulated as a partialsum query. Driven by this appli ation, several heuristi s have been proposed to
answer partial-sum queries on data ubes [56, 55℄ and the referen es therein.
Yao [80℄ showed that, for d = 1, a partial-sum query an be answered in
O( (n)) time using O(n) spa e, where (n) is the inverse A kermann fun tion. If
the additive operator is max or min, then a partial-sum query an be answered in
O(1) time under the RAM model using a Cartesian tree, developed by Vuillemin
[77℄.
For d > 1, Chazelle and Rosenberg [32℄ developed a data stru ture of size
O(n logd 1 n) that an answer a partial-sum query in time O( (n) logd 2 n). They
also showed that the oine version that answers m given partial-sum queries on n
points takes (n + m (m; n)) time for any xed d  1. If points are allowed to
insert into S , the query time is (log n= log log n) [43, 81℄ for the one-dimensional
ase; the bounds were extended by Chazelle [26℄ to ((log n= log log n)d ), for any
xed dimension d.

X

31.3

SIMPLEX RANGE SEARCHING

Unlike orthogonal range sear hing, no simplex range-sear hing data stru ture is
known that an answer a query in polylogarithmi time using near-linear storage.
In fa t, the lower bounds stated below indi ate that there is little hope of obtaining
su h a data stru ture, sin e the query time of a linear-size data stru ture, under the
semigroup model, is roughly at least n1 1=d (thus only saving a fa tor of n1=d over
the naive approa h). Be ause the size and query time of any data stru ture have to
be at least linear and logarithmi , respe tively, we onsider these two ends of the
spe trum: (i) how fast a simplex range query an be answered using a linear-size
data stru ture; and (ii) how large the size of a data stru ture should be in order to
answer a query in logarithmi time. Combining these two extreme ases leads to a
spa e/query-time tradeo .
GLOSSARY
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Arrangements: The arrangement of a set H of hyperplanes in R d is the subdi-

vision of R d into ells of dimension k, for 0  k  d, ea h ell of dimension k < d
being a maximal onne ted set ontained in the interse tion of a xed subset of
H and not interse ting any other hyperplane of H . See Chapter 21.
1/r- utting:
Let H be a set of n hyperplanes in R d and let 1  r  n be a
parameter. A (1=r)- utting of H is a set of (relatively open) disjoint simpli es
overing R d so that ea h simplex interse ts at most n=r hyperplanes of H .
Duality: The dual of a point (a1 ; : : : ; ad ) 2 R d is the hyperplane xd = a1 x1
   ad 1xd 1 + ad , and the dual of a hyperplane xd = b1 x1 +    + bd is the
point (b1 ; : : : ; bd 1; bd).

LINEAR-SIZE DATA STRUCTURES

Most of the linear-size data stru tures for simplex range sear hing are based on

partition trees, originally introdu ed by Willard [79℄ for a set of points in the

plane. Roughly speaking, a partition tree is a hierar hi al de omposition s heme
(in the sense des ribed in Se tion 31.1) that re ursively partitions the points into
anoni al subsets and en loses ea h anoni al subset by a simple onvex region (e.g.
simplex), so that any hyperplane interse ts only a fra tion of the regions asso iated
with the \ hildren" of a anoni al subset. A query is answered as des ribed in
Se tion 31.1. The query time depends on the maximum number of hildren regions
of a node that a hyperplane an interse t. The partition tree proposed by Willard
partitions ea h anoni al subsets into four hildren, ea h ontained in a wedge so
that any line interse ts at most three of them. As a result, the time spent in
reporting all k points lying inside a triangle is O(n0:792 + k). A number of partition
trees with improved query time were introdu ed later, but a major breakthrough
in simplex range sear hing was made by Haussler and Welzl [53℄. They formulated
range sear hing in an abstra t setting and, using elegant probabilisti methods,
gave a randomized algorithm to onstru t a linear-size partition tree with O(n )
query time, where = 1 d(d 11)+1 +  for any  > 0. The best-known linearsize data stru ture for simplex range sear hing, whi h almost mat hes the lower
bounds mentioned below, is by Matousek [61℄. He showed that a simplex rangeounting (resp. range-reporting) query in R d an be answered in time O(n1 1=d )
(resp. O(n1 1=d + k)). His algorithm is based on a stronger version of the following
theorem.
Matousek [60℄
Let S be a set of n points in R d , and let 1 < r  n=2 be a given parameter. Then
there exists a family of pairs  = f(S1 ; 1 ); : : : ; (Sm ; m )g su h that Si  S lies
inside simplex i , n=r  jSi j  2n=r, Si \ Sj = ; for i 6= j , and every hyperplane
rosses at most r1 1=d simpli es of ; here is a onstant. If r is a onstant, then
 an be onstru ted in O(n) time.

THEOREM 31.3.1

Using this theorem, a partition tree T an be onstru ted as follows. Ea h
interior node v of T is asso iated with a subset Sv  S and a simplex v ontaining
Sv ; the root of T is asso iated with S and R d . Choose r to be a suÆ iently large
onstant. If jS j  4r, T onsists of a single node, and it stores all points of S .
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Otherwise, we onstru t a family of pairs  = f(S1 ; 1 ); : : : ; (Sm ; m )g using
Theorem 31.3.1. We re ursively onstru t a partition tree Ti for ea h Si and atta h
Ti as the ith subtree of u. The root of Ti also stores i . The total size of the
data stru ture is linear, and it an be onstru ted in time O(n log n). Sin e any
hyperplane interse ts at most r1 1=d simpli es of , the query time of simplex
range reporting is O(n1 1=d  nlogr + k); the logr fa tor an be redu ed to any
arbitrarily small positive onstant  by hoosing r suÆ iently large. Although the
query time an be improved to O(n1 1=d log n+k) by hoosing r to be n, a stronger
version of Theorem 31.3.1, whi h was proved in [61℄, and some other sophisti ated
te hniques are needed to obtain O(n1 1=d + k) query time.
If the points in S lie on a b-dimensional algebrai surfa e of onstant degree, a
simplex range- ounting query an be answered in time O(n1 ) using linear spa e,
where = 1=b(d + b)=2 . We note that better bounds an be obtained for halfspa e
range reporting, using ltering sear h; see Table 31.3.1. A halfspa e range-reporting
query in the I/O model an be answered in O(logB  + ) I/Os using O( ) (resp.
O( logB  )) blo ks of storage for d = 2 (resp. d = 3) [2℄.

TABLE 31.3.1

d

d>3
even

d

NOTES

S (n)
n
n

Q(n)
log n + k
log n

emptiness

n log log n
n
n
n log log n
n
n

log n + k

reporting

log n

emptiness

d=2
d=3

Near-linear-size data stru tures for
halfspa e range sear hing.

log2 n + k

n1 1=bd=2 log n + k

n1 1=d 2O(log n)
n1 1=bd=2 log n + k

reporting

reporting

reporting
emptiness
reporting

DATA STRUCTURES WITH LOGARITHMIC QUERY TIME

For the sake of simpli ity, we rst onsider the halfspa e range- ounting problem.
Using a standard duality transform, this problem an be redu ed to the following:
Given a set H of n hyperplanes, determine the number of hyperplanes of H lying
above a query point. Sin e the same subset of hyperplanes lies above all points
in a single ell of A(H), the arrangement of H , we an answer a halfspa e rangeounting query by lo ating the ell of A(H) that ontains the point dual to the
hyperplane bounding the query halfspa e. The following theorem of Chazelle [27℄
yields an O((n= log n)d )-size data stru ture, with O(log n) query time, for halfspa e
range ounting.
THEOREM 31.3.2

Chazelle [27℄
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Let H be a set of n hyperplanes and r  n a parameter. Set s = dlog2 re. There
exist k uttings 1 ; : : : ; s so that i is a (1=2i )- utting of size O(2id ), ea h simplex
of i is ontained in a simplex of i 1 , and ea h simplex of i 1 ontains a onstant
number of simpli es of i . Moreover, 1 ; : : : ; s an be omputed in time O(nrd 1 ).

The above approa h an be extended to the simplex range- ounting problem
as well. That is, store the solution of every ombinatorially distin t simplex (two
simpli es are ombinatorially distin t if they do not ontain the same subset of S ).
Sin e there are (nd(d+1)) ombinatorially distin t simpli es, su h an approa h will
require (nd(d+1) ) storage. Chazelle et al. [34℄ showed that the size an be redu ed
to O(nd+ ), for any  > 0, using a multi-level data stru ture, with ea h level
omposed of a halfspa e range- ounting data stru ture. The spa e bound an be
redu ed to O(nd ) by in reasing the query time to O(logd+1 n) [61℄. Halfspa e rangereporting queries an be answered in O(log n + k) time, using O(nbd=2 polylogn)
spa e.
A spa e/query-time tradeo for simplex range sear hing an be attained by
ombining the linear-size and logarithmi query-time data stru tures. The known
results on this tradeo are summarized in Table 31.3.2. Q(m; n) is teh query time
on n points using m units of storage.

TABLE 31.3.2

Spa e/query-time tradeo .

RANGE

MODE

Simplex

reporting

Simplex

ounting

Halfspa e

reporting

Halfspa e

emptiness

Halfspa e

ounting

Q(m; n)
n
d+1 m + k
log
n
m1=d
n
d+1 m
log
n
m1=d
n
log n + k
m1=bd=2
n
log n
m1=bd=2
m
n
log
n
m1=d

LOWER BOUNDS

Fredman [46℄ showed that a sequen e of n insertions, deletions, and halfplane
queries on a set of points in the plane requires (n4=3 ) time, in the semigroup
model. His te hnique, however, does not extend to stati data stru tures. In a
series of papers, Chazelle has proved nontrivial lower bounds on the omplexity
of online simplex range sear hing, using various elegant mathemati al te hniques.
The following theorem is perhaps the most interesting result on lower bounds.
Chazelle [24℄
Let (S; ) be a faithful semigroup, let n; m be positive integers su h that n  m 
nd, and let S be a random set of weighted points in [0; 1℄d with weights from S. If

THEOREM 31.3.3
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only m words of storage is available, then withphigh probability, the worst- ase query
time for a simplex range query in S is (n= m) for d = 2, or (n=(m1=d log n))
for d  3, in the semigroup model.

It should be pointed out that this theorem holds even if the query ranges are
wedges or strips, but it does not hold if the ranges are hyperplanes. Chazelle and
Rosenberg [33℄ proved a lower bound of (n1 =m + k) for simplex range reporting
under the pointer-ma hine model. These lower bounds do not hold for halfspa e
range sear hing. A somewhat weaker lower bound for halfspa e queries was proved
by Bronnimann et al. [19℄.
As we saw earlier, faster data stru tures are known for halfspa e emptiness
queries. A series of papers by Eri kson established the rst nontrivial lower bounds
for online and oine emptiness query problems, in the partition-graph model of
omputation. He rst onsidered this model for Hop roft's problem | Given a
set of n points and m lines, does any point lie on a line? | for whi h he obtained a lower bound of (n log m + n2=3 m2=3 + m log n) [39℄, almost mat hing
the best known upper bound O(n log m + n2=3 m2=3 2O(log (n+m)) + m log n), due
to Matousek [61℄. He later established lower bounds on a tradeo between spa e
and query time, or prepro essing and query time, for online hyperplane emptiness
queries [40℄. For d-dimensional hyperplane queries, (nd =polylogn) prepro essing time is required to a hieve polylogarithmi query time, and the best possible
query time is (n1=d =polylogn) if only O(npolylogn) prepro essing time is allowed.
Morepgenerally, in two dimensions, if the prepro essing time is p, the query time is
(n= p).
Table 31.3.3 summarizes the best known lower bounds for online simplex queries.
Lower bounds for emptiness problems apply to ounting and reporting problems as
well.

TABLE 31.3.3

Lower bounds for online simplex range sear hing using O(m) spa e.

Range

Problem

Model

Query Time

Simplex

Semigroup

Semigroup (d = 2)

n= m
n=(m1=d log n)
n1  =m1=d + k
(n=m1=d )2=(d+1)

Semigroup
Hyperplane

Halfspa e

Semigroup (d

p

> 2)

Reporting

Pointer ma hine

Semigroup

Semigroup

Emptiness

Partition graph

Semigroup

Semigroup

Emptiness

Partition graph

d2 +1

(n= log n) d2 +d

d2 +1
(n= log n) d2 +d

Æ2 +1
(n= log n) Æ2 +Æ



1

1



(1=m =d )



(1=m =d )

1

(1=m =Æ ), where

d  Æ(Æ + 3)=2

OPEN PROBLEMS

1. Bridge the gap between the known upper and lower bounds in the group
model. Even in the semigroup model there is a small gap between the known
bounds.
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2. Can a halfspa e range-reporting query be answered in O(n1 1=bd=2 + k) time
using linear spa e if d is odd?

31.4

VARIANTS AND EXTENSIONS

In this se tion we review a few extensions of range-sear hing data stru tures: multilevel stru tures, semialgebrai range sear hing, and kineti range sear hing.
GLOSSARY

Semialgebrai set: A subset of R d obtained as a nite Boolean ombination of
sets of the form ff  0g, where f is a d-variate polynomial (see Chapter 29).

Tarski ells: A simply onne ted real semialgebrai set de ned by a onstant
number of polynomials, ea h of onstant degree.

MULTI-LEVEL STRUCTURES

A rather powerful property of data stru tures based on de omposition s hemes
(des ribed in Se tion 31.1) is that they an be as aded together to answer more
omplex queries, at the in rease of a logarithmi fa tor per level in their performan e. The real power of the as ading property was rst observed by Dobkin and
Edelsbrunner [37℄, who used this property to answer several omplex geometri
queries. Sin e their result, several papers have exploited and extended this property to solve numerous geometri -sear hing problems. We brie y sket h the general
as ading s heme.
Let S be a set of weighted obje ts. Re all that a geometri -sear hing problem
P , with underlying relation , requires omputing p w(p) for a query range
. Let P 1 and P 2 be two geometri -sear hing problems, and let 1 and 2 be the
orresponding relations. Then we de ne P 1 Æ P 2 to be the onjun tion of P 1 and
P 2 , whose relation is 1 \ 2 . That is, for a query range , we want to ompute
1
p1 ;p2 w(p). Suppose we have hierar hi al de omposition s hemes D and
2
1
2
1
1
D for problems P and P . Let F = F (S ) be the set of anoni al subsets
onstru ted by D1 , and for a range , let C 1 = C 1 (S; ) be the orresponding
partition of fp 2 S j p 1 g into anoni al subsets. For ea h anoni al subset
C 2 F 1 , let F 2 (C ) be the olle tion of anoni al subsets of C onstru ted by D2 ,
and let C 2 (C; ) be the orresponding partition of fp 2 C j p 2 g into level-two
anoni al subsets. The de omposition s heme D1 Æ D2 for the problem P 1 Æ P 2
onsists of the anoni al subsets F = C 2F 1 F 2 (C ). For a query range , the
query output is C = C 2C1 C 2 (C; ). Note that we an as ade any number of
de omposition s hemes in this manner.
If we view D1 and D2 as tree data stru tures, then as ading the two de omposition s hemes an be regarded as onstru ting a two-level tree, as follows. We
rst onstru t the tree indu ed by D1 on S . Ea h node v of D1 is asso iated with a
anoni al subset Cv . We onstru t a se ond-level tree Dv2 on Cv and store Dv2 at v
as its se ondary stru ture. A query is answered by rst identifying the nodes that

P

P

S

S
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orrespond to the anoni al subsets Cv 2 C 1 and then sear hing the orresponding
se ondary trees to ompute the se ond-level anoni al subsets C 2(Cv ; ).
Suppose the size and query time of ea h de omposition s heme are at most
S (n) and Q(n), respe tively, and D1 is eÆ ient and r- onvergent ( f. Se tion 31.1),
for some onstant r > 1, then the size and query time of the de omposition s heme
D are O(S (n) logr n) and O(Q(n) logr n), respe tively. If D2 is also eÆ ient and ronvergent, then D is also eÆ ient and r- onvergent. In some ases, the logarithmi
overhead in the query time or the spa e an be avoided.
The real power of multi-level data stru tures stems from the fa t that there
are no restri tions on the relations 1 and 2 . Hen e, any query that an be
represented as a onjun tion of a onstant number of \primitive" queries, ea h of
whi h admits an eÆ ient, r- onvergent de omposition s heme, an be answered by
as ading individual de omposition s hemes. We will des ribe a few multi-level
data stru tures in this and the following se tions.
SEMIALGEBRAIC RANGE SEARCHING

So far we have assumed that the ranges were bounded by hyperplanes, but in
many appli ations one has to deal with ranges bounded by nonlinear fun tions.
For example, a query of the form, \for a given point p and a real number r, nd all
points of S lying within distan e r from p," is a range-sear hing problem in whi h
the ranges are balls.
As shown below, ball range sear hing in R d an be formulated as an instan e
of the halfspa e range sear hing in R d+1 . So a ball range-reporting (resp. rangeounting) query in R d an be answered in time O(n=m1=dd=2e log n + k) (resp.
O(n=m1=(d+1) log(m=n))), using O(m) spa e; somewhat better performan e an be
obtained using a more dire t approa h (Table 31.4.1). However, relatively little is
known about range-sear hing data stru tures for more general ranges.
A natural lass of nonlinear ranges is the family of Tarski ells. It suÆ es to
onsider the ranges bounded by a single polynomial be ause the ranges bounded by
multiple polynomials an be handled using multi-level data stru tures. We assume
that the ranges are of the form
f (a) = fx 2 R

d

j f (x; a)  0g;

where f is a (d+p)-variate polynomial spe ifying the type of ranges (disks, ylinders,
ones, et .), and a is a p-tuple spe ifying a spe i range of the given type (e.g., a
spe i disk). We will refer to the range-sear hing problem in whi h the ranges are
from the set f as f -range sear hing.
One approa h to answering f -range queries is linearization. We represent
the polynomial f (x; a) in the form

f (x; a) = 0 (a) + 1 (a)'1 (x) +    +  (a)' (x)
where '1 ; : : : ; ' ; 0 ; : : : ;  are real fun tions. A point x 2 R d is mapped to the
point
'(x) = ('1 (x); '2 (x); : : : ; ' (x)) 2 R  :
Then a range f (a) = fx 2 R d j f (x; a)  0g is mapped to a halfspa e

'# (a) : fy 2 R  j 0 (a) + 1 (a)y1 +    +  (a)y  0g;
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TABLE 31.4.1

Semialgebrai range ounting;  is the
dimension of linearization.

d

RANGE

S (n)

d=2

disk

n log n

d4

Tarski ell

n

d4

Tarski ell

n
n
n

Tarski ell
disk

pQn n n
( )

NOTES

log

n1 1=d+

1
n1 2d 4 +
1 +
1
n
1
n1 d +

partition tree
partition tree
linearization
linearization

 is alled the dimension of linearization. For example, a set of spheres in R d
admit a linearization of dimension d + 1, using the well-known lifting transform.
Agarwal and Matousek [10℄ have des ribed an algorithm for omputing a linearization of the smallest dimension under ertain assumptions on 'i 's and i 's. If f
admits a linearization of dimension , a f -range query an be answered using
a -dimensional halfspa e range-sear hing data stru ture. Agarwal and Matousek
[10℄ have also proposed another approa h to answer f -range queries, by extending
Theorem 31.3.1 to Tarski ells and by onstru ting partition trees using this extension. Table 31.4.1 summarizes the known results on f -range- ounting queries.
The bounds mentioned in the third row of the table rely on the re ent result by
Koltun [57℄ on the verti al de omposition of arrangements of surfa es.
KINETIC RANGE SEARCHING

Let S = fp1 ; : : : ; pn g be a set of n points in R 2 , ea h moving ontinuously.
Let pi (t) denote the position of pi at time t, and let S (t) = fp1(t); : : : ; pn (t)g. We
assume that ea h point pi is moving with xed velo ity, i.e., pi (t) = ai + bi t for
ai ; bi 2 R 2 , and the traje tory of a point pi is a line pi . Let L denote the set of
lines orresponding to the traje tories of points in S .
We onsider the following two range-reporting queries:
Q1. Given an axis-aligned re tangle R in the xy -plane and a time value tq , report
all points of S that lie inside R at time tq , i.e., report S (tq ) \ R; tq is alled
the time stamp of the query.

S

Given a re tangle R and two time values t1  t2 , report all points of S that
lie inside R at any time between t1 and t2 , i.e., report tt2=t1 (S (t) \ R).
Two general approa hes have been proposed to prepro ess moving points for
range sear hing. The rst approa h, whi h is known as the time-oblivious approa h,
regards time as a new dimension and stores the traje tories pi of input points pi .
One an either prepro ess the traje tories themselves using various te hniques, or
one an work in a parametri spa e, map ea h traje tory to a point in this spa e, and
build a data stru ture on these points. An advantage of the time-oblivious s heme
is that the data stru ture is updated only if the traje tory of a point hanges or if
a point is inserted into or deleted from the index. Sin e this approa h prepro esses
either urves in R 2 or points in higher dimensions, the query time tends to be large.
For example, if S is a set of points moving in R 1 , then the traje tory of ea h point
Q2.
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is a line in R 2 and a Q1 query orresponds to reporting all lines of L that interse t a
query segment  parallel to the x-axis. As we will see below, L an be prepro essed
into a data stru ture of linear size so that all lines interse ting  an be reported
in O(n1=2+ + k) time. A similar stru ture an answer Q2 queries within the same
asymptoti time bound. The lower bounds on simplex range sear hing suggest that
one annot hope to answer a query in O(log n + k) time using this approa h. If S is
a set of points moving in R 2 , then a Q1 query asks for reporting all lines of L that
interse t a query re tangle R parallel to the xy-plane (in the xyt-spa e). Note that
a line ` in R 3 (xyt-spa e) interse ts R if and only if their proje tions onto the xtand yt-planes both interse t. Using this observation one an onstru t a two-level
partition tree of size O(n) to report in O(n1=2+ + k) time all lines of L interse ting
R [1℄. Again a Q2 query an be answered within the same time bound.
The se ond approa h, based on the kineti -data-stru ture framework [50℄, builds
a dynami data stru ture on the moving points. Roughly speaking, at any time
it maintains a data stru ture on the urrent on guration of the points. As the
points move, the data stru ture evolves. The main observation is that although
the points are moving ontinuously, the data stru ture is updated only at dis rete
time instan es when ertain events o ur, e.g., when any of the oordinates of two
points be ome equal. This approa h leads to fast query time, but it omes at
the ost of updating the stru ture periodi ally even if the traje tory of no point
hanges. Another disadvantage of this approa h is that it an answer a query
only at the urrent on gurations of points, though it an be extended to handle queries arriving in hronologi al order, i.e., the time stamps of queries are in
nonde reasing order. In parti ular, if S is a set of points moving in R 1 , using a
kineti B -tree, a one-dimensional Q1 query an be answered in O(log n + k) time.
The data stru ture pro esses O(n2 ) events, ea h of whi h requires O(log n) time.
Similarly, by kinetizing range trees, a two-dimensional Q1 query an be answered in
O(log n + k) time; the data stru ture pro esses O(n2 ) events, ea h of whi h requires
O(log2 n= log log n) time [1℄.
Sin e range trees are too ompli ated, a more pra ti al approa h is to use the
kineti -data-stru ture framework on kd-trees, as proposed by Agarwal et al. [7℄.
They propose two variants of of kineti kd-trees, ea h of whi h answers Q1 queries
that arrive in hronologi al order in O(n1=2+ ) time, for any onstant  > 0, pro ess
O(n2 ) kineti events, and spend O(polylogn) time at ea h event. Sin e kineti kdtrees pro ess too many events be ause of the strong invariants they maintain, kineti
R-trees have also been proposed [76, 70℄, whi h typi ally require weaker invariants
and thus are updated less frequently.
OPEN PROBLEMS

1. Can a ball range- ounting query be answered in O(log n) time using O(n2 )
spa e?
2. If the hyperplanes bounding the query halfspa es satisfy some property|e.g.,
all of them are tangent to a given sphere| an a halfspa e range- ounting
query be answered more eÆ iently?
3. Is there
p a simple, linear-size kineti data stru ture that an answer Q1 queries
in O( n + k) time and pro esses near-linear events, ea h requiring O(log n)
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time.

31.5

INTERSECTION SEARCHING

A general interse tion-sear hing problem an be formulated as follows: Given a set
S of obje ts in R d, a semigroup (S; +), and a weight fun tion w : S ! S; we wish
to prepro ess S into a data stru ture so that for a query obje t , we an ompute
the weighted sum w(p), where the sum is taken over all obje ts of S that interse t
. Range sear hing is a spe ial ase of interse tion-sear hing in whi h S is a set of
points.
An interse tion-sear hing problem an be formulated as a semialgebrai rangesear hing problem by mapping ea h obje t p 2 S to a point '(p) in a parametri
spa e R  and every query range to a semialgebrai set ( ) so that p interse ts
if and only if '(p) 2 ( ). For example, let both S and the query ranges be
sets of segments in the plane. Ea h segment e 2 S with left and right endpoints
(px ; py ) and (qx ; qy ), respe tively, an be mapped to a point '(e) = (px ; py ; qx; qy )
in R 4 , and a query segment an be mapped to a semialgebrai region ( ) so
that interse ts e if and only if ( ) 2 '(e). A short oming of this approa h
is that , the dimension of the parametri spa e, is typi ally mu h larger than d,
and thereby a e ting the query time aversely. The eÆ ien y an be signi antly
improved by expressing the interse tion test as a onjun tion of simple primitive
tests (in low dimensions) and using a multi-level data stru ture to perform these
tests. For example, a segment interse ts another segment e if the endpoints of e
lie on the opposite sides of the line ontaining and vi e-versa. We an onstru t a
two-level data stru ture|the rst level sifts the subset S1  S of all the segments
that interse t the line supporting the query segment, and the se ond level reports
those segments of S1 whose supporting lines separate the endpoints of . Ea h
level of this stru ture an be implemented using a two-dimensional simplex rangesear hing
p sear hing stru ture, and hen e a reporting query an be answered in
O(n= m log n + k) time using O(m) spa e.
It is beyond the s ope of this hapter to over all interse tion-sear hing problems. Instead, we dis uss a sele tion of basi problems that have been studied
extensively. All interse tion- ounting data stru tures des ribed here an answer
interse tion-reporting queries at an additional ost proportional to the output size.
In some ases an interse tion-reporting query an be answered faster. Moreover,
using interse tion-reporting data stru tures, interse tion-dete tion queries an be
answered in time proportional to their query-sear h time. Finally, all the data
stru tures des ribed in this se tion an be dynamized at an expense of an O(n )
fa tor in the storage and query time.

P

POINT INTERSECTION SEARCHING

Prepro ess a set S of obje ts (e.g., balls, halfspa es, simpli es, Tarski ells) in R d
into a data stru ture so that the obje ts of S ontaining a query point an be reported
(or ounted) eÆ iently. This is the inverse of the range-sear hing problem, and it

an also be viewed as lo ating a point in the subdivision indu ed by the obje ts in
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S . Table 31.5.1 gives some of the known results.

Point interse tion sear hing.

TABLE 31.5.1

OBJECTS

d
d=2

S (n)
m
n log n
m

disks
disks
triangles

n log2 n
n2+
n1+
n3+
m
nd+
m
n2d 4+

fat triangles
Tarski ells

d=3

fun tions
Tarski ells

d3

simpli es
balls
balls

d4

Tarski ells

NOTES

Q(n)
p
m)4=3
log n + k
n
log3 n
p
m
log 3 n + k
log n
log n + k
log n

(n=

n

ounting
reporting
ounting
reporting
ounting
reporting
ounting

+1 n

log d

m1=d
log n
n
log

m1=dd=2e

ounting
ounting

n+k

reporting

log n

ounting

SEGMENT INTERSECTION SEARCHING

Prepro ess a set of obje ts in R d into a data stru ture so that the obje ts of S
interse ted by a query segment an be reported (or ounted) eÆ iently. See Ta-

ble 31.5.2 for some of the known results on segment interse tion sear hing. For the
sake of larity, we have omitted polylogarithmi fa tors from the query-sear h time
whenever it is of the form n=m .

TABLE 31.5.2

d
d=2

Segment interse tion sear hing.

OBJECTS
simple polygon
segments
ir les
ir ular ar s

d=3

planes
spheres
triangles

S (n)
n
m
n2+
m
m
m
m

Q(n)

NOTES

(k + 1) log n

reporting

p

n= m
log n
n=m1=3
n=m1=3
n=m1=3
n=m1=4

ounting
ounting
ounting
ounting
ounting
ounting

A spe ial ase of segment interse tion sear hing, in whi h the obje ts are horizontal segments in the plane and query ranges are verti al segments, has been
widely studied. In this ase a query an be answered in time O(log n + k) using
O(n log log n) spa e and O(n log n) prepro essing (in the RAM model), and a point
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an be inserted or deleted in O(log n) time [65℄. Slightly weaker bounds are known
in the pointer-ma hine model.
COLORED INTERSECTION SEARCHING

Prepro ess a given set S of olored obje ts in R d (i.e., ea h obje t in S is assigned
a olor) so that we an report (or ount) the olors of the obje ts that interse t
the query range. This problem arises in many ontexts in whi h one wants to an-

swer interse tion-sear hing queries for non onstant-size input obje ts. For example,
given a set P = fP1 ; : : : ; Pm g of m simple polygons, one may wish to report all
polygons of P that interse t a query segment; the goal is to return the indi es, and
not the des ription, of these polygons. If we olor the edges of Pi with olor i, the
problem redu es to olored segment interse tion sear hing in a set of segments.
A olored orthogonal range sear hing query for points on a two-dimensional
grid [0; U ℄2 an be answered in O(log log U + k) time using O(n log2 U ) storage
and O(n log n log2 U ) prepro essing [8℄. On the other hand, a set S of n olored
re tangles in the plane an be stored into a data stru ture of size O(n log n) so that
the olors of al re tangles in S that ontain a query point an be reported in time
O(log n + k) [18℄. If the verti es of the re tangles in S and all the query points lie on
the grid [0; U ℄2, the query time an be improved to O(log log U + k) by in reasing
the storage to O(n1+ ).
Gupta et al. [51℄ have shown that the olored halfplane-reporting queries in
the plane an be answered in O(log2 n + k) using O(n log n) spa e. Agarwal and
van Kreveld [12℄ presented a linear-size data stru ture with O(n1=2+ + k) query
time for olored segment interse tion-reporting queries amid a set of segments in
the plane, assuming that the segments of the same olor form a onne ted planar
graph, or if they form the boundary of a simple polygon; these data stru tures an
also handle insertions of new segments.

31.6

OPTIMIZATION QUERIES

In optimization queries, we want to return an obje t that satis es ertain onditions
with respe t to a query range. The most ommon example of optimization queries
is, perhaps, ray-shooting queries. Other examples in lude segment-dragging and
linear-programming queries.
RAY-SHOOTING QUERIES

Prepro ess a set S of obje ts in R d into a data stru ture so that the rst obje t
(if one exists) interse ted by a query ray an be reported eÆ iently. This problem

arises in ray tra ing, hidden-surfa e removal, radiosity, and other graphi s problems.
EÆ ient solutions to many geometri problems have also been developed using rayshooting data stru tures.
A general approa h to the ray-shooting problem, using segment interse tiondete tion stru tures and Megiddo's parametri -sear hing te hnique (Chapter 37),
was proposed by Agarwal and Matousek [9℄. The basi idea of their approa h is
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as follows. Suppose we have a segment interse tion-dete tion data stru ture for
S , based on partition trees. Let  be a query ray. Their algorithm maintains a
~   so that the rst interse tion point of ab
~ with S is the same as that
segment ab
of . If a lies on an obje t of S , it returns a. Otherwise, it pi ks a point 2 ab
and determines, using the segment interse tion-dete tion data stru ture, whether
the interior of the segment a interse ts any obje t of S . If the answer is yes, it
re ursively nds the rst interse tion point of a~ with S ; otherwise, it re ursively
nds the rst interse tion point of ~b with S . Using parametri sear hing, the point
at ea h stage an be hosen so that the algorithm terminates after O(log n) steps.
In some ases the query time an be improved by a polylogarithmi fa tor using
a more dire t approa h.

TABLE 31.6.1

Ray shooting.

OBJECTS

d
d=2

simple polygon

s disjoint polygons
s disjoint polygons
s onvex polygons
segments
ir lular ar s
disjoint ar s

d=3

onvex polytope
-oriented polytopes

s

onvex polytopes
halfplanes
terrain
triangles
spheres

d>3

hyperplanes
hyperplanes
onvex polytope

S (n)
n
n
(s2 + n) log s
sn log s
m
m
n

Q(n)
log n
p
s log n
log s log n
log s log n
p
n= m
n=m1=3
p
n

n
n
s2 n2+
m
m
m
m
m
nd
logd  n
m

log n
log n
log

2n

p

n= m
p
n= m
n=m1=4
n=m1=3
n=m1=d
log n

n=m1=bd=2

Table 31.6.1 gives a summary of known ray-shooting results. For the sake of
larity, we have ignored the polylogarithmi fa tors in the query time whenever it
is of the form n=m .
Like simplex range sear hing, many pra ti al data stru tures have been proposed that, despite having poor worst- ase performan e, work well in pra ti e. One
ommon approa h is to onstru t a subdivision of R d into onstant-size ells so that
the interior of ea h ell does not interse t any obje t of S . A ray-shooting query
an be answered by traversing the query ray through the subdivision until we nd
an obje t that interse ts the ray. The worst- ase query time is proportional to
the maximum number of ells interse ted by a segment that does not interse t any
obje t in S . Hershberger and Suri [54℄ showed that a triangulation with O(log n)
query time an be onstru ted when S is the boundary of a simple polygon in the
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plane. Agarwal et al. [4℄ proved worst- ase bounds for many ases on the number
of ells in the subdivision that a line an interse t. Aronov and Fortune [15℄ have
obtained a bound on the expe ted number of ells in the subdivision that a line
an interse t.
LINEAR-PROGRAMMING QUERIES

T

Let S be a set of n halfspa es in R d. We wish to prepro ess S into a data stru ture so that for a dire tion ve tor ~v , we an determine the rst point of h2S h in
the dire tion ~v . For d  3, su h a query an be answered in O(log n) time using
O(n) storage, by onstru ting the normal diagram of the onvex polytope h2S h
and prepro essing it for point-lo ation queries. For higher dimensions, Ramos [71℄
has proposed two data stru tures. His rst stru ture an answer a query in time
(log n)O(log d) using nbd=2 logO(1) n spa e and prepro
essing, and his se ond stru 
ture an answer a query in time n1 1=bd=2 2O(log n) using O(n) spa e and O(n1+ )
prepro essing.

T

SEGMENT-DRAGGING QUERIES

Prepro ess a set S of obje ts in the plane so that for a query segment e and a ray ,
the rst position at whi h e interse ts any obje t of S as it is translated
p (dragged)
along  an be determined qui kly. This query an be answered in O((n= m) log n)

time, with O(m) storage, using segment-interse tion sear hing stru tures and the
parametri -sear h te hnique. Chazelle [22℄ gave a linear-size, O(log n) query-time
data stru ture for the spe ial ase in whi h S is a set of points, e is a horizontal
segment, and  is the verti al dire tion. Instead of dragging a segment along a
ray, one an ask the same question for dragging along a more omplex traje tory
(along a urve, and allowing both translation and rotation). These problems arise
naturally in motion planning and manufa turing.

31.7
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RELATED READING
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[11℄: Range-sear hing data stru tures for moving points.
[13℄: Se ondary-memory data stru tures.
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